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Joomla! is life!

It is an open-source project that is in constant motion. It is unpredictable, sometimes indescribable, partially controversial, now and then slightly sleepy, and provincial. Despite this, or perhaps exactly because of this, it has been extremely successful for two years now and is popular with millions of users worldwide.

There is a stable, widely used, and popular version 1.0x. For the past two years, developers have hammered, tinkered, forged, modified, disagreed, deleted, expanded, and hammered again.

Two incredibly exciting years have passed since the foundation of Joomla! 2005.

The Joomla! team has organized and established itself in these years, it has enhanced Joomla! 1.0 up to version 1.0.13 and has now taken the biggest development step so far with version 1.5.

The users of the system have been equally ambitious. Many of them have converted their websites from Mambo to Joomla! And many users have come brand new to Joomla!, and there are still some people in this world that don't know the system.

Joomla! is the most widely used open-source Web Content Management System in the world.

One year after the foundation of the project, in the fall of 2006, the development team reported approximately 5,000,000 Joomla! installations on public web servers that were being used more or less continuously. There were 45,000 registered developers with 1,100 projects that expanded Joomla! with additional functionalities. There were 450,000 entries from 50,000 users in the forum at joomla.org.
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Creating Applications with MozillaO'Reilly, 2002
Mozilla is not just a browser. Mozilla is also a framework that allows developers to create cross-platform applications. Creating Applications with Mozilla explains how applications are created with Mozilla and provides step-by-step information about how you can create your own programs using Mozilla's powerful cross-platform development...
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The Vest Pocket Guide to Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The only IT guide you need
You're busy—very busy. You need reliable, practical answers to your IT questions, and you need them now. The Vest Pocket Guide to Information Technology, Second Edition is a handy pocket problem-solver designed to provide you with the quickest route to a solution. Practical, reader-friendly, and thoroughly...
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Dreaming About the Divine (S U N Y Series in Dream Studies)University of New York, 2007
Explores the role of dreams in spiritual work.   

       In Dreaming about the Divine, Bonnelle Lewis Strickling   argues that people dream about the divine in forms that fit their current   emotional and spiritual condition. Using Jungian psychology and the   philosophy of Karl Jaspers, Strickling contends that dreams...
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Foundations of Learning Classifier Systems (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) [Holland, 1976] are a machine learning technique which combines evolutionary computing, reinforcement learning, supervised learning or unsupervised learning, and heuristics to produce adaptive systems. They are rulebased systems, where the rules are usually in the traditional production system form of “IF...
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Resumes for Computer Careers (Professional Resumes Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Power up your resume!
You've worked hard for your computing degree; now it's time to take that education and put it to work. Get an edge on the other job applicants with Resumes for Computer Careers. This helpful resource is packed with expert advice on creating concise, stylish resumes that will instantly get you...
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Developing International Software, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
 I completed work on the first edition of Developing International Software in December of 1994. Eight years later, I still receive scattered e-mail with questions about running or developing world-ready software, which I usually forward to the very capable World-Ready Guides (WRG) team (who are also responsible for the Dr....
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